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The news on the weekend about the move to Stage 4 Restrictions 

has been yet another blow in what has been a bizarre and complex 

time.  I know there will be members of our community who are doing 

it tough at the moment and I wanted to encourage you all to reach 

out and support each other. It is great to see all of the amazing 

things that are happening with Remote Learning and thank you to 

all of those parents who have taken time to send positive feedback 

and brighten up our days, it is truly appreciated.   

Congratulations to the Preps who this week have celebrated their 

100 days of Prep like we have never seen before, in front of their 

screens, in their homes.  It is hard to believe that the Preps have only 

been at school for roughly half of their 100 days, but it is  

phenomenal to see just how resilient and adaptable they have  

become, with strong guidance from their parents who have helped 

them to navigate Remote Learning in partnership with the school. 

I would also like to thank Scott Rolston and the CPS Dads for  

continually thinking of different ways to occupy us and during  

lockdown with great community building activities such as the push 

up challenge and the billy cart building challenge.  Keep a look out 

for the next great initiative, ready to launch in the next few days. 

Please take care, stay safe and stay home. 

Principal’s Report 

Congratulations to  

everyone that participated 

in the riding challenge last 

week. Based on your  

responses, the year level 

that travelled the furthest 

was…. 

GRADE 6 

 

A big congratulations to 

Alexandra Joseph 

who travelled the furthest 

distance in the whole 

school this week. 



Yesterday marked the 100th day of school for our Prep students, who celebrated this 

milestone by attending their Google Meets yesterday morning in fancy dress and crazy 

hair-do’s, and enjoyed a day of fun activities about the number 100. 

The Preps have achieved amazing things over the last 100 days, and the teachers at 

Coatesville Primary School would like to say CONGRATULATIONS! What an achievement! 



A big Happy Birthday to all of the students below who have celebrated a  

birthday since our last newsletter on 30th July. 

PREP STUDENTS 

 Quinn B - 31st July 

 Harrison M - 3rd August 

 Joshua L.C - 6th August 

GRADE 3 STUDENTS 

 Aristidis T - 3rd August 

 Christian V - 4th August 

GRADE 4 STUDENTS 

 Charlie K - 31st July 

 James S - 2nd August 

 Eve L.C - 4th August 

GRADE 5 STUDENTS 

 Isabella P - 5th August 

GRADE 6 STUDENTS 

 Charlie G - 1st August 

 Ruby O - 1st August 

 Anastasia A - 3rd August 

 Jade M - 3rd August 

 Daniel R - 5th August 

Last week, Grade 5 students defined unfamiliar vocabulary in preparation for reading 

the classic tale, Beowulf. Students applied their new understandings of the vocabulary 

to draw a fiend with great might wearing a coronet on their head and a jacket  

decorated with colourful handiwork. In one hand, they are holding a sword by its hilt 

and a goblet of mead in the other hand. The fiend is standing on the moors with a  

barrow mound in the background. 

Grade 5 Students 

Drawing by - Alexis 5JL Drawing by - Louis 5MB 





Many of our guitar and drum students are continuing their instrumental  

lessons on line. Many thanks to the parents who have taken the initiative to 

transfer their children to online learning with Ian Duchesne and Jesse Glass. 

Ian and Jesse are delighted with the commitment of their  

students to their instrumental lessons. Well done everyone! 

Guitar & Drum Lessons  


